Free Software Recovers Deleted Tax and
Financial Files to Save Money in This
Bad Economy
NEW YORK, N.Y., Feb. 12 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — EASEUS Software, the
innovative, dedicated data recovery software provider, today announces free
deleted files recovery software for computer users who accidentally delete
their important files, such as tax documents: EASEUS Deleted File Recovery.
The free undelete software will quickly and easily recover deleted files,
even if the Windows “Recycle Bin” is emptied.

EASEUS Deleted File Recovery works perfectly under most Windows environments,
including 2000/XP/2003/VISTA. The type of file system doesn’t really matter
as the program supports all of them: FAT12, FAT16, FAT32, and NTFS/NTFS5, and
it’s designed for beginners! The program supports IDE/ATA, SATA, SCSI, USB,
FireWire (IEEE1394) hard disk and other media, such as USB drive, Memory
stick, Memory card, digital camera, etc. Hardware RAID also supported.
Here is a customer case solved by the free deleted file recovery software:
“Yesterday, my little brother used my computer to download large files. He
deleted lots of files on my PC and emptied the Recycle Bin. So a lot of my
precious pictures and some other important personal files were lost. Finally,

I found this free Deleted File Recovery and downloaded it. Amazing software
and it recovered all my deleted files in a short time.”
When the financial crisis strikes, EASEUS Deleted File Recovery, the free
solution to recover deleted files, will help more people out of their data
loss difficulties. With the powerful search function, it works as a
commercial undelete software and delivers all the above mentioned features.
Some advanced data recovery capabilities are also added, such as basic and
dynamic disk support. Have files lost due to deletion? Get this freeware to
recover the deleted files. www.easeus-deletedrecovery.com/.
Notes: When suffering other complicated data loss, such as drive formatted,
partition loss or damaged, virus attack, software crash, partition structures
damaged or deleted, boot-up problems, power failure or surge, or other
unknown reasons, EASEUS provides another powerful data recovery software to
recover the lost data: Data Recovery Wizard (http://www.easeus.com).
About CHENGDU YIWO Tech Development Co., Ltd.
The company specializes in data recovery software for Windows OS. Its major
products are Data Recovery Wizard Professional, Data Recovery Wizard, and
Partition Table Doctor. For more information, please visit www.easeus.com.
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